
Class -- VII
Assignment -- 3
Chapter -- Decimals

Decimal -- The decimal numeral
system is the standard system for
denoting integer and non-integer
numbers. It is the extension to non-
integer numbers of the Hindu–
Arabic numeral system. The way of
denoting numbers in the decimal
system is often referred to as
decimal notation. 

Addition of Decimal Numbers
(i)Write down the numbers, one
under the other, with the decimal
points lined up.
(i) Put in zeros so the numbers have
the same length.
(iii)  Then add using column
addition, remembering to put the
decimal point in the answer.



Example:-  

Subtraction Of Decimal
(i) Write down the two numbers, one
under the other, with the decimal
points lined up.
(ii) Add zeros so the numbers have
the same length.
(iii) Then subtract normally,
remembering to put the decimal
point in the answer.
Example:- 



Multiplication of Decimal
1) Multiply the numbers just as if
they were whole numbers.

* Line up the numbers on the right --
do not align the decimal point.
* Starting on the right,multiply each
digit in the top number by each digit
in the bottom number, just as with
whole number.
* Add the products

2) Place the decimal point in the
answer by starting at the right and
moving a number of places equal to
the sum the decimal places in both
numbers multiplied.

 Example:- 



Multiplication of Decimal Numbers
by 10, 100 and 1000

So we say, when a decimal number
is multiplied by 10, 100 or 1000, the
digits in
the product are same as in the
decimal number but the decimal
point in the product is shifted to the
right by as, many of places as
there are zeros over one.

Division of Decimal Number
1) Change the divisor to a whole
number by moving the decimal point 



to the right until after the last digit.
2) The decimal point of the dividend
must also be moved by the same
number of decimal places.
3) Perform the division in the same
way as dividing by a whole
number.Place the decimal point of
the quotient directly above the
decimal point of the dividend.



Division by 10,100,and 1000

So,we can say that, while dividing a
number by 10, 100 or 1000, the
digits of the
number and the quotient are same
but the decimal point in the quotient
shifts to the
left by as many places as there are
zeros over 1.

_____________×______×_______________



Questions:-
Try to solve the questions given
below:-
1. Find:
(i) 24.26 + 4.5
(ii) 276.05 + 420.19
(iii) 84.792 + 9.469
(iv) 294.06 + 25.42
(v) 4.90 -- 3.45
(vi) 842.56 -- 799.49

2.Find:
(i) 36.8 × 10 
(ii) 153.7 × 1000
(iii) 168.07 × 10 
(iv) 3.62 × 100 
(v) 43.07 × 100
(vi) 0.5 × 10  

3.Find:
(i) 0.4 ÷ 2 
(ii) 0.35 ÷ 5 
(iii) 2.48 ÷ 4



(iv) 65.4 ÷ 6
(v) 651.2 ÷ 4 
(vi) 14.49 ÷ 7 
(vii) 3.96 ÷ 4 
(viii) 0.80 ÷ 5

4.Find:
(i) 0.3 ÷ 100 
(ii) 0.78 ÷ 1000
(iii) 432.6 ÷ 10
(iv) 98.53 ÷ 100

5.Word problems:-
(i) Shyama bought 5 kg 300 g apples
and 3 kg 250 g mangoes. Sarala
bought 4 kg 800 goranges and 4 kg
150 g bananas. Who bought more
fruits?

(ii) How much less is 28 km than
42.6 km?

(iii) A vehicle covers a distance of 



43.2 km in 2.4 litres of petrol. How
much distance willit cover in one
litre of petrol?


